NEW INSTITUTE STUDIES SOCIAL CHANGES

The Institute of Human Sciences
has become the latest academic
program added to the curriculum
of Boston College.
The purpose of the Institute is
to make use of the resources of
several schools and departments
in hopes of achieving a more extensive understanding of social

problems in urban areas.

Dr. Kapoport, a social anthropologist, and Dr. Marc A. Fried,
a clinical psychologist, have been
named by Fr. Walsh to head the
program.
Dr. Rapoport, who will serve
as Director of the program, char-

acterized it as an "attempt to
discover the relationship between

the processes of massive technological changes and a range of
human consequences which might
help those concerned with planning, prevention, counselling, and
health care to discharge their responsibilities more effectively."
Dr. Fried, the Associate Director, will study the differences in
the patterns and sequences of development in urban societies.
The Institute will involve the
Departments of Sociology and
Psychology as well as the Schools
of Social Work, Education, Law,
Nursing, and Business.
Three themes which will guide

ing technological development and
urban changes; projects focusing
on human growth, psychological
deprivations, and therapeutic
change in relation to social processes; and training programs to
apply the research findings in

service areas.
Research on the relationships
between poverty, cultural, and
other deprivations with their human consequences will be important, Dr. Rapoport said, in order
to develop better ways to assist
those actually or potentially in
need. Research will also assist in
developing better welfare servthe programs of the Institute staff ices. A training program for urare: the implications of social ban researchers, a program in
change for individuals, emphasiz- human sciences research for re-

man Sciences, however, will be
located in a new building being
planned for the campus. The facility will house the Institute staff,
creasing need for the develop- and the departments related with
ment of a professional field of so- its research: sociology and psycial planning. Skills In this area chology. Also, the School of Soare now divided among the pro- cial Work, now in downtownBosfessions of urban planning, urban ton, will be in the proposed buildeconomics, political science, so- ing.
Recently, an Institute of Human
cial work, industrial relations, sociology, public health and mental Sciences was organized to help
health. "No systematic programs provide financial support for the
have yet been developed to bring undertaking. Sidney R. Rabb,
these together," he said.
Chairman of the Board of Stop
The Institute is now located in and Shop Inc., who is a member
McElroy Commons in the area of the Boston College Board of
formerly occupied by the English Regents, and Alfred L. Morse,
Department. Father Walsh an- President of Morse Shoe Corporanounced that the Institute of Hu- tion, are the Fund's co-chairmen.

search workers in service fields,
and a program for social planning
are anticipated.
Dr. Fried said "There is an in-
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Scan O?Faolain Returns As
EC?s Writer-In-Residence

Scan O'Faolain will return to Boston College as

Writer-in-Residence for the coming semester. This an-
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2nd Danforth Conference
Will Examine ?New Breed?

"Today's College Student and His Values-an Examination of the 'New Breed'
nouncementby Dr. John Mahoney, chairman of the Eng"
lish Department, brings the author of more than a score will be the theme of the second Danforth Faculty Conference, to be held on Thursof books including his reminiscences "Vive Moi!" to the day, January 14, at 3:30 in the resident students' lounge, McElroy, for all Boston
College faculty members.
campus for his second consecutive spring term.
The Irish author of"A Nest of
Simple Folk," "Come Back to
Erin," and "An Autumn in Italy"
as well as the collection of short
stories "I Remember, I Remember" will deliver four universitywide lectures in Bapst auditorium
rather than conduct classes. He
will work closely with the creative-

Scan O'Faolain

writing group studying with Dr.
Casper and will be available for
conferences in a Carney office.
An active member of the Irish
Revolutionary Army, he received
his degree from the National University in Dublin. "An idle impulse" prompted his application
for a Commonwealth Fellowship
which brought him to the United
States from 1926-28 during which
time he earned his A.M. from
Harvard University. During this
period Mr. O'Faolain first came
to B.C. to teach an Anglo-Irish
literature extension course. He
was also made a John Harvard

Fellow.
A member of the Irish Royal
Academy of Letters, Scan O'Faolain was a Writer-in-Residence at
Princeton from 1959-61, as well as
a Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar
in the fall of 1961 and 1962 while
he lectured at various colleges
throughout the country.

Speakers will be Rev. William Field Training Center in Puerto fessor at Wesleyan University
Rico, has been active in the "Op- and last year delivered the Tererations Crossroads" project in ry lectures at Vale.
Africa, and in 1961 was arrested
After presentations by the
as a freedom rider in Montgom- speakers the theme of the conery, Alabama. In 1962, "Life" ference will be discussed by the
magazine named him as one of assembled faculty.
100 men in America under forty
years of age who is outstanding
in the "take-over generation."
Father Ong is known as a
scholar in the fields of Renaissance and contemporary literature. His latest book, "The Barbarian Within," is a collection
of critical explorations of literature, contemporary culture, and
religion. Among his other volumes are "Ramus," "Method,"
and"The Decay of Dialogue,"
"Frontiers in American Catholicism," and "Darwin's Vision and
Christian Perspective." Three
Rev. William Sloane Jr., S.J.
Rev. Walter Ong, S.J.
years ago he was a visiting pro-

Sloane Coffin, Jr., chaplain of
Vale University and Rev. Walter
Ong, S. J., professor of English
at St. Louis University.
Dr. Coffin, pastor of the Church
of Christ at Vale, served as the
first director of the Peace Corps

Bruno Zupan, Yugoslav Artist, Exhibits
Works to Five-Hundred BC Students

Public Affairs Forum Holds
Series: Citizen Involvement

In an exhibition held the 14th and 15th of December, the paintings and
sketches of Bruno Stern Zupan were viewed by students and faculty. The show in"Politics, Government and Citizen Involvement"
cluded sixteen canvasses which varied in subject matter from Parisian street scenes
will be the subject of a series of fifteen lectures Jan. 20
to marine settings.
to May 5 sponsored by the Boston College Bureau of
Mr. Zupan, who was born in
Public
Affairs.
Yugoslavia, completed his form-

al education at the Institute of
Art in Zagreb. He has spent the
last three years in Paris, where
he established himself as a
painter of promise. His visit to
the United States, he says, is
prompted by desire to contribute
to its culture through his work.
Boston College's artist-in-residence, Allison MacComber, noted
the quality of Mr. Zupan's painting. His work is carried out with
a pallet knife, a style particularly
adaptable to his purpose of employing graphic forms in the oil

medium.

The two-day exhibit was visited
by an estimated five hundred
students and faculty members.

Mr. Zupan stands by a harbor scene.

Government leaders, political will discuss "Political Parties" at
writers and educators will deliver the Feb. 3 meeting.
the lectures aimed at providing
A two part lecture on the legisthe interested citizen with the lative process will be given Feb.
knowledge and skills needed to 10 and Feb. 16: Charles L. Whipparticipate more actively and ef- ple, Editor of the Editorial Page
fectively in public affairs. All ses- of the Boston Globe, will describe
sions will be from 7 to 9 p.m. at the federal process at the first
McElroy Commons.
meeting and John E. Powers,
Professor Norton Long of Bran- Clerk of the Massachusetts Sudeis University will deliver the preme Judicial Court of Suffolk
opening lecture Jan. 20 on"The County and former President of
Citizen in a Democracy." "The the State Senate, will speak on the
Constitution and the Citizen" will state and local process.
"Strategy and Tactics of Debe considered by Professor Henry
Monahan of the Boston Univer- veloping Public Support" will be
sity Law School on Jan. 27. Dr. outlined by Edward L. Bemays,
Gary Brazier of the Boston Col- Public Relations Counsel, at the
lege Political Science Department March 24 meeting.
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Student Congress Studies
Objections to Tuition Hike

A possible link between viruses and leukemia, proposed by Dr. William C.

Moloney, hematologist at the Holy Ghost Hospital, will be investigated by a team

of Boston College researchers under a grant from the Massachusetts Division
of the American Cancer Society. Rev. William D. Sullivan, S.J., Chairman of the
Biology Department will head the team which will focus its attention on the study
of biochemical similarities and differences. Special emphasis will be placed on the
synthesis of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and enzymatic activities of normal
cells and killer-leukemia cells.
vive between 48 and 72 hours
after being removed from the
peritoneal cavity, the area of the
body which contains the digestive
organs.
As a longtime researcher in the
field of cellular biology, Father
Sullivan has cultivated and studied what he calls a "high class,
Fifth Avenue cell" since 1947.
Called Tetrahymena pyriformis
GL, it has been the subject of

Dr. Moloney already has some
evidence" to indicate
that there are viruses in the ascitic fluid of the peritoneal cavity of rats after innoculation with
homogenized cancer tissue. "He
has not proved beyond doubt
the presence of these viruses by
cytologicai and histological techniques and, therefore, to complement his work, other methods of
investigation will be attempted
in this project," Father Sullivan
"very good

relate the specific biochemical
actions of these cells with the
outstanding findings of Dr. Moloney's group," Father Sullivan
says. He will be assisted by Mrs.
Helen Frawley and Mrs. Elinor

The
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O'Brien, doctoral candidates in

biology at B. C.

Father Sullivan, a native of

Brighton, holds degrees from Boston College, Weston College, Fordham University and Catholic
articles in a number of scientific University of America. He is listPhoto: T«d Uwion
periodicals and conventions of sci- ed in "Who's Who in Atoms,"
said.
and
hoped
Science,"
that "Who's Who in
As Father Sullivan explains, entific societies. "It's
his team's studies will involve a we will eventually be able to cor- "American Men of Science."
dividuals. The affirmative argued
comparison of the complex enthat students could make retreats
zyme activities of energy cycles
over a long enough period at
and the function of DNA in healenough places that the first was
thy and diseased cell systems.
not a prohibitive argument, and
DNA is considered by most scithat the cost was only fifteen
entists to play a primary role in
the
Student
Congress
13,
meeting,
In its last
Dec.
heredity and its isolation would debated on three issues: a recommendation that Boston dollars every two years, and in
special cases even that could be
provide the key to cancer control,
College purchase a retreat house, a revision in the re- waived. The proposal was accepthey believe.
treat regulations, requiring two closed retreats during ted with four opposed.
The cells under investigation,
the four undergraduate years, and an appeal for stabilThe third proposal was the ocout,
the priest-scientist points
during a student's matriculation.
ization
of
casion for prolonged debate. The
thrive in the environment of the
fluid in the peritoneal cavity. On the first issue, the debate pressing, though the Christian statistics from the questionnaire,
Known as the ascitic fluid, it con- centered around three points: commitment is an integral part of though incomplete, showed that
tains a high proportion of ammo 1) that the Campus Conference B. C. The motion was voted the increase, if expected beforehand, would have affected the
acids and other growth nutrients had recommended the idea, down.
which cause the ascitic cells to 2) that the purchase, if an extra On the second issue, there choice of 45% regarding their
grow and multiply very rapidly. expense, means a contradiction were two objections: first, that decision to come to B. C, 42%
In his research, Father Sullivan with appeal to limit tuition in- there was not presently enough said it would change their plans
will use the ascitic fluid to grow crease, and 3) that perhaps other room, and secondly, that the cost for graduate school, 9% would
these cells which ordinarily sur- needs as a university are more might be prohibitive tor some in- have cancelled their plans for

BC Biology Dept. Receives Grant;
Father Sullivan To Lead Research

tuition
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graduate school.

Griffin, of the A & S Student
Senate, read Father Walsh's reply to that Senate's recent appeal

on the same proposal. Father
Walsh said that he sympathized
with the students and that the
university had not performed the
action until they had carefully
studied the situation; the increase
was absolutely necessary and he
knew of no institution which could
restrict its tuition-raises to freshmen. Senator William Drummey
of CBA argued that the average
increase of expenses at the University is 10% a year and that
it is impracticable to charge incoming freshmen with the burden
of four classes' increase. The
chairman, John Hodgman, stated
that a committee had been formed to prepare a report on the
problem at other schools, and to
make the facts explicit at B. C.
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969-6180

Friendly lively coffee house seeks
someone to distribute advertising
material. In return for services,
will give 2 free passes weekly.
Apply: Unicorn Coffee House,
825 Boylston Street, Boston, or
Call:

. w , Chevrolet ImpalaSport Coupe
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roomy a car as Chevrolet
Cnn VKULLI ?As
s ever built.
When you take in everything, there's more room inside
this car than in any Chevrolet as far back as they go. It's
wider this year and the attractively curved windows help
to give you more shoulder room. The engine's been

'

moved forward to give you more foot room. So, besides
the way a '65 Chevrolet looks and rides, we now have
one more reason to ask you: What do you get by paying
more for a car?except bigger monthly payments?

262-9711.

WHAT'S
NEW

IN THE JANUARY

ATLANTIC?
"My Friend Saul Bellow" by Alfred
Kazin: An informal and illuminating
portrait of Saul Bellow, and an analysis of his new novel, Herzog, which is
at the top of the best seller list.
"The Spread of Nuclear Weapons"
by Raymond Aron: Will the arms race
between the U.S. and U.S.S.R. continue in spite of the test-ban agree-

ment signed by the Big Two? An
in-depth answer to this and other
questions concerning nuclear weapons is given by the noted French
author and critic.

"Getting Away with Murder" by Erie
Stanley Gardner: An amusing account
of the author's early days of writing

when he, Dashiell Hammett,
and Carroll John Daly were
first breaking into print.

CORVAIR?The

Corvair Corsa Sport Coupe

only rear engine American car made.

You should read what the automotive magazines say can touch its styling. They say if you haven't driven a
about the '65 Corvair. They're wild about its ride. They new Corvair Corsa with a 180-hp Six Turbo-Ckaaaarged!
think there's nothing else this side of the Atlantic that you just don't know what you're missing.
Drive something really new - discover the difference at your Chevrolet dealer's mbJHHhhv

Chevrolet Cheielle Chevy IT* Corvair' Corvette
?
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What happens when
an outstanding staff
of editors sets out to
produce a magazine
of the highest academic and cultural
interest? You'll know
when you read The
Atlantic. In each issue you'll find fresh
new ideas, exciting
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rent affairs and a
high order of criticism. Get your copy
today.
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B.C. Rifle Team Student Library Committee
Wins New Honors Answers New Proposals
The Boston College Rifle Teams have risen to national prominence this year under the supervision of the
Boston College ROTC Instructor Group and moderator.
Capt. James W. Clark. Backed up by the coaching of
M/Sgt. Eugene Matney, and the marksmanship of team
captain Ed Lynch, the ROTC team has risen in standing
throughout the country. In the Jewish War Veterans
ROTC Smallbore Rifle Match, the team captured a second place victory, scoring 14 points short of the first
place team.

Last November "The Heights" printed an article explaining the use of suggestion boxes in the various campus libraries. Invitation to make suggestions was
extended to all students and members of the faculty. Some suggestions have been
received and have been acted upon by the Undergraduate Student Library Committee.
The contention was made that the current security check at library exits
is insufficient and that there have been many cases of stolen books. It was suggested that advantage might be taken of a newly developed "theft detector." To
this the Committee replied that the cost of such a system would far exceed its
usefulness. The estimated cost of the "theft detector" system is $3500 a year, an
expense which is much greater than that incurred by the current yearly loss of
books.

Also this year, Texas College
and Sciences sponsored
the sth annual ROTC Postal
Match in which 285 cadets competed, comprising 57 teams. In
this competition, junior cadet Bill
Rambler placed 18th and placed
the team to a top third standing.
In addition to the ROTC team
itself, the ROTC Unit here at
B.C. also sponsors a men's varsity group, composed of the ROTC
team plus other B.C. students interested in target firing. The captain of the team, senior Raoul
St. Pierre, is one of the top shooters in New England. The Varsity
team secured a tic for first place
this year in the New England
College Rifle League, and a fifth
place in the Massachusetts Smallbore Rifle League. The teams of
this latter league are non-college
groups and often are equipped
with weapons bearing fine high
powered sights,
conveniences
Rifle Team: top, Andy O'Brien, Raoul St. Pierre, Bill Rambler,
which make high scoring easier, Ed Lynch; bottom, Jack Lambert, Marty Paul, John St. George.
team
nevertheless,
the B.C.
has
not let this fact stand in its way,
and competes with the finest
teams in the state.
Last, but not least, there are
female shooters of 8.C., the
Women's Rifle Team! Captained
by Elaine Boucher, the girls too
have compiled a fine record.
Among the special awards winners: Sophomore Mary Gallogly Twelve Boston College seniors the field of education, Alpha and
received a first place medal at have been inducted into the Alpha Omega was established at Bosthe U. S. Coast Guard Academy and Omega Society of the School ton College in 1955.
Invitational Tournament.
of Education. An honor society in
Membership is open to students
who have achieved distinction
both academically and professionally during their first three years
at 8.C., and who have demonstrated high qualities of leadership in university activities.
Thomas M. Curley is President
of the Society. Madelyne Zollo is
Secretary-Treasurer. Other memJust before the Christinas
In the remaining rounds, the bers are Alicia Koledo, Barbara
break, B.C.'s outstanding fresh- debaters overcame their initial Mann, Margaret Murphy, Maureen
man team of Halli, Riley, White loss to their 300 horsepower op- O. Murphy, Mary Therese O'Donand Desrosiers journeyed to St. ponent, and won 7 of the next ell, Kathleen F. Riha, Clare RodAnslem's in search of another vic- eight, amassing more total points dy, Eleanor Thornton, and Sally
tory to add to their growing, list. than any other team that had de- Woljdylak.
The results were interesting. The bated the regular 10-round schedEagles won seven debates and ule. Dave White was chosen as
lost two of the other three to that best speaker despite his absence
nationally ranked favorite, the from the initial debates.
Hertz Rent-a-Car Company. ConDuring the vacation period, BosLa Academia Literaria recently
sidered number one in their field, ton College was represented at the presented Dr. Robert Sheehan of
Hertz proved a formidable op- annual American Forensic Asso- the Department of Modern Lanponent for the frosh debaters. A ciation convention in Chicago by guages, Boston College, who gave
stubborn trunk lock prevented the Dr. John Lawton, Chairman of an illustrated lecture on the works
Eagles from getting at their evi- the Speech Department and Di- of the seventeenth century Spandence and materials and thus rector of Debate, and his assistant ish painter, Diego Velazquez.
The Academia Literaria is an
prevented them from participat- in the debate program, James
Unger, a graduate of Boston Col- organization of all students ining in the first two rounds of de- lege and a Harvard Law School
terested in Hispanic studies and is
bate.
Student.
under the direction of Mr. J. David Suarez of the Modern Lanof Arts

Alpha Omega

It was suggested that a collection of records or tapes of
literature selections should be acquired. The response of the committee to this proposal was enthusiastic. It pointed out that the
library does have some of these
materials but has no place to put
them to use. From now on, the
committee will set aside a yearly
sum for the accumulation of recordings for use in the new li-

brary.
To the suggestion that the
stacks should remain open on
holidays the committee replied
that this will be done on an experimental basis. FY. Connally is
in favor of opening the stacks on
holidays even though an increase
in staff may be necessary.
It was also suggested that girls
should not be allowed to wear
slacks or shorts in the library.
The response of the committee
was that dress standards ought to
be left up to the Dean of Women,
not to Ft. Connally or to the Undergraduate Student Library Com-

mittee.

A complaint was made regarding the use of the carrels in the

stacks: many students leave behind an open book, a burning
light, and a wasted space while
off attending class. The Committee pointed out that good manners
should be employed here. People
who leave books and lights burning are abusing the use of carrels. In the Nursing Library the
situation will definitely be looked
into.
It was requested that the lighting in Bapst Library be improved. The Committee agreed
that lighting in the periodical
room is inadequate, but it asserted that every possible effort
has been made to adequately
light the reading room. The few
tables with no fluorescent lights
have no lights because there are
no electrical outlets in their respective alcoves.
The Committee will consider
other suggestions at a future
date. It is significant that no suggestions were received for the
acquisition of particular books or
periodicals. If a desired book is
not catalogued students are invited to drop the title into the
suggestion box.

Inducts Seniors Plans Announced
For Military Ball
Fulton Debaters
Foiled by Hertz
Literaria
Academi

New Art Course
For Next Semester

Rev. John R. Willis, S.J., Acting
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, and Dr. Ferdinand L.
Rousseve, Chairman of the Fine

Arts Department, have announced
a new Fine Arts course in French
Painting to be taught during the
second semester of the current
academic year. The course will
acquaint the student, through lecThe
Council
Campus
would
|
tures and slides, with the art,
like to remind all Student Govartists,
patrons, and events of this
ernment officers that a recep-fl period?Fragonard, Watteau,
and
of Student Government of-If
Napoleon and the Revolu§ fleers with the President off, David;
tion; the 19th century movements;
the University will take place 8
III Friday,
the works of Corot, Millet, DelaJanuary 15, 1965 atj
crois, Daumier, and others. The
4:15 in Gushing Lounge.
course will be limited to a maximum of forty students.

fftion

The announcement of plans for
the 1965 ROTC Military Ball was
made this week by Cdt. 2nd Lt.
John Landers, chairman of the
1965 committee.
The Military Ball is the high
point of the ROTC social calendar
and it is recognized, in addition,
by the community, receiving television and press coverage by the
Boston news media.
This year the ball will be held
on February 26 in the Main Ball-

the finest groups in the area.

Sponsored by the Cadet Officer's
Club, the ball offers something for
every cadet and is an event no

one should miss.
Traditionally, the Military Ball
Queen is selected at this affair.
Although the Queen is the date
of a senior cadet, her court is
made up of an equal number of
girls who are the dates of cadets
from the freshman, sophomore,
and junior classes. Also presented
room of the Sheraton Plaza Hotel. at the ball are special awards to
Music will be provided by Ken selected cadets and deserving
Reeve's and his orchestra, one of cadre.

Jesuit Theologian

Tours BC Campus

guage Department.

A physics colloquium on the
"Problem of Gravitational Racttation" delivered by Dr. John
pStachel of Boston University
be sponsored by the De-p
partment of Physics on Wednesday, January 13, at 4:15§
p.m. In Room 202, Devlin Hall.
Coffee will be served before §
I the Colloquium in Room 202.

il

Swill

If

1

Prayers are requested for

lithe repose of the soul of theg
father of James J. Devlne,!
HIICBA
'65, who died on Decem-p
Iber 25th.

Karl Rahner, S.J., Professor of Christian Philosophy, at the
University of Munich, visits Bapst Library with Rev. Robert White,
S.J., of the B.C. faculty.
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Let Us Go Then You and
T. S. Eliot Succumbs at 76

I...

By MIKE ARNOLD

Shall I part my hair behind?
Do I dare to eat a peach?
Shall I wear white flannel trousers
and walk upon the beach.

...

That, of course, preludes the
ending to "The Love Song of J.
Alfred Prufrock", the poem which,
if any, marks the beginning of
the career of Thomas Steams
Eliot. With the prominence gained by the publication of"The
Waste Land," Eliot's career gained full flower and maintained its
bloom to the last, despite his disclaimer at 70 that "I am just beginning to grow up, to get maturity. In the last few years everything I'd done up to 60 or so has
seemed very childish."
As age advanced, his transoceanic voyages became less and
less frequent?to accept an award,
to receive an honorary degree,

to give a reading. It was the
rare privilege of Boston College
to entertain and be entertained
by Mr. Eliot on his last two visits
to an American campus. The first
occasion was May 14, 1958; the
second and perhaps more memorable on December 4, 1961 when
four thousand people greeted the
Nobel Prize poet to a manner
usually reserved for visiting politicos or movie stars. For a moment, it seemed, we had all come

a section of"The Waste Land,"
and "Sweeney Among the Nightingales" ("I would like to remark in passing that all characters in this poem are fictitious.
I know several persons named
Sweeney, all of them of good repute"). A selection from his delicately humorous "Old Possum's
Book of Practical Cats" followed,
then excerpts from "Ash Wednesday," the "Ariel Poems," "The
Rock" and "Murder in the Cathedral." A reading of"The Dry
Salvages" ended the program.
Perhaps it was the foreknowledge that each trip to America
might be counted his last, which
brought students, professors and
private crowds from seven, eight
states and even one adamant soul
from St. Louis, Missouri. "I want
to be invited back," he said.
"Even when I am unable to go
elsewhere I shall return to Boston

of age.
His readings were rich and varied, spoken in a curious monotone which belied the intensity of
their meaning. That particular
night he offered us "Prufrock"
("a poem written a long time
ago by a young man who sometimes embarrasses me?'someone
I don't really know, and don't
really care to know") and progressed through the "Preludes," College."

T. S. Eliot signs the guest book at Bapst on December 4, 1961.
Eliot. The main of all letters died
this week at the age of 76 and
with his passing is left a void
in creative English which, with
imagination, any dozen literateurs
on the contemporary scene could
one-quarter fill.

Eliot Was more than a poet, he
was?perhaps more than Frost,?
an institution. He was not so
widely read as widely quoted,
whether the quotation bespoke the
epiiltaph of the world in four lines
of blank verse or so quickly, quietly and movingly evoke the pathos of old age in these already

eminent niche they had once enjoyed, are less sure. Here, many
of his characters are particular,
somewhat bloodless, fraught with
dilemmaswhich may not succeed
in moving another age. Only
"Murder in the Cathedral", an
acknowledged masterpiece, clearly approaches the sort of relevence to all ages, all cults, and
creeds which makes a work timeless.
On the night of his death, Father Francis Sweeney, S.J., director of the Humanities Series,
which had brought Eliot to Boston College, sent a cablegram to
Mrs. Eliot, the devoted wife of
the poet in the name of the University. It read: "WMle offering
our heartfelt sympathy, beg you
to accept our grateful homage for
the eight years of perfect happiness which gave the life of T. S.
Eliot its beautiful and immortal

Certainly he was the most influential poet of our age, perhaps
the greatest. The words were as
fastidious and understatedly elegant as the man. His verse more
nearly captured the despair, the
spiritual vacuum, the fraud and
sense of waste of the post World immortal lines:
War I generation than any other. I grow old.
I grow old.
He was born of the American I shall wear the bottoms of my
earth and nurtured by Great Britrousers rolled.
tain.
The final verdict on Eliot, rests
He was poet, critic, playwright, with the ages to come. Hits poems
omnivorous reader, gigantic intel- have the stuff of staying power?
lect, a man who could take the :there is little doubt of that. His
wind out of Shakespeare only be- hopes for verse plays, which it
cause he was, after all, T. S. was his ambition to restore to the crown."

..

He began his reading and discussion:
"Let us go then you and I
"When the evening is spread out against the sky."
They came and began lining up at 6:30 to get into the hall for
the 8 p.m. reading. They came from the dorms; from Harvard,
Brandeis, and Wellesley; from the suburbs; from 70 colleges and
100 high schools. Said one Boston paper, "To the end he held an
audience, many following his words with their own volumes, in the
grip of poetry considered without equal in our time."
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DRAMA SOCIETY OFFERS TWO
OTHELLO

TAMING OF THE SHREW
By THOMASLUDDY
Recently the Boston College
Dramatic Society opened its 99th
season with a Shakespearean
Festival as its contribution to
Shakespeare's 400th Birthday Party, which seems to have pene-

trated into every corner of the
theater world. On December 9th
and 11th the Society presented a

memorable performance of"The
Taming of the Shrew" in Campion
Auditorium as part of that festival. "Memorable" is a rather
weak adjective to apply here, because the performance was the
finest this reviewer has seen from
the Society since "The Glass
Menagerie" in 1960.

One of the major omissions in
the play was the excision of the
"induction," which meant that
the delightful character of Christopher Sly was not present at all.
This omission is justified by the
limitations of the stage and of
the acting staff, but it seems to
me that to cut this part alters
slightly the meaning of the play,
the audience and not to Christopher Sly, made Kate's final
speech, as true as it may be, a
bit didactic. But this is ultimately a matter of taste.
Lucentio, played by James
Heath, was a bit artificial, but he
was well matched with his Bianca for that very reason. His

Doll's House, so Kate's docility
must underlie her fury. This requires a bit of acting virtuosity,
but it ought at least to be attempted. Within the interpretation
c' Kate presented, Miss Ryan's
performance was flawless.
Finally, a word of well deserved
praise to the old men in the play,
Baptista, Vincentio, and Gremio,

By JOE JENNINGS
The story goes that William
Shakespeare was sitting in a
London tavern across the table
from Richard Burbage, the most
accomplished actor in his company. Burbage boasted that he
could successfully perform the
male lead in any play written,
and Shakespeare, taking the actor's words as a challenge, set out
to write a new play. The result
was Othello.
Thus, the Boston College Dramatic Society, in its early December production of Othello, was

must be only slightly tempered.
For a young man to portray an
old man, a great deal of talent
and care is required. Usually the
audience is painfully aware of
young men in grey beards. Here,
however, we were only aware of faced
old men playing old men. Consequently the major part of the ac-

with a play which the best

the feeling of a
husband who thinks his wife unfaithful, and of a wife unjustly
accused of having a lover
is
most likely beyond the experimental range of a college actor, the
characters Othello and Desdemona came across with impact.
While the striking difference in
size between Goliath Frank Romer and Miss Fusoni at times apof the play

?

?

peared slightly uncomfortable,
the contrast on the whole served
to emphasize the difference in
personality between Othello and

Desdemona.
Paul O'Brien's portrayal of

tor's task was accomplished successfully. All that remained was
to temper a bit their exaggerated
infirmity and dotage. Once this
polish is accomplished, the illusion of old men would be complete. Suffice it to say that I
have never seen non-professional
actors succeed as well as these
three.

The necessities of space permit
only a brief survey of the best
features of the performance. The
somewhat imitative of
setting
(lie Shakespearean theater
was
very fine for that stage. It was
.simple and workable, of a neutral
but cheerful color that blended
well with the attractive and tasteful costumes.
There was no one in the cast
who was less than good, and there
were several outstanding perform- of theatre companies have found lago also impressed me. I felt
ances. The hignest praise must difficult to stage. The play is that he achieved a definite rapfirst speech, which opened the go to Mr. Trevisani, whose Tranio marked by its emotional intensity, port with the audience
an implay, an impossible thing to de- was an absolute delight. As the which must be maintained portant step in the successful
liver, is a masterpiece of artifi- most affected of fops, he managed through several acts. There are portrayal of this crafty and evil
cahty anyway. These two second- to make this Tranio-Lucentio a no sub-plots, little humor, and no protagonist. Robert Sullivan's porary lovers are not well developed very likeable character. His tim- helpful soliloquies to interrupt trayal of Cassio was also very
characters, but types
a cross ing, expression and sense of place the play's linear development. In well done.
short, Othello must be painfully
between courtly lovers and Mo- on stage were perfect.
Unfortunately, the quality of
Petruchio, played by Mr. Teter, intense "like heat upon a raw- acting in the minor roles was not
zart Opera Buffa lovers
and
the actors took this as the key- despite an occasional lapse into edged nerve," and Shakespeare generally up to the quality of the
note of their interpretation. Bi- meaningless gesticulation, turned left the task of achieveing this rest of the production. Because
of this, the first and fifth acts,
anca was unfortunately dark in- in a top-flight performance in emotion to the actors.
stead of fair, and Kate was fair which his handling of the physical
All considered, the Dramatic in which many minor characters
instead of dark, upsetting the business was particularly fine; his Society's production of Othello are on stage, lacked vitality. I
symbolic
indication of their first comeuppance, as Kate landed is worthy of much praise. The noticed this especially in the
characters, but their descriptions him foresquare on his behind, was four leads, Frank Romer (Othel- street scene in front of Brabanwere prudently excised from the one of the choice moments of the lo), Mary Fusoni (Desdemona), tio's home and in the Council
evening.
play.
Paul O'Brien dago), and Robert scene; both in the first act.
Miss Ryan as Kate also turned Sullivan (Cassio), were, in generThe problem of the interpretaOne other major obstacle faced
tion of Kate's role may be a bit in a fine performance, ranging al, skillfully portrayed. Despite by the Dramatic Society in this
picayune on the surface, but it from real vituperation to tired as- the fact that the emotional range production should be mentioned,
namely,
inadequate facilities.
is fundamental to the theory of sent by the end of the play. Her
characterization, and to humor of handling of herself on stage, partiWhile the production crew did a
the play. Every character in the cularly her feet, and her occasion- ranging characters and colors is marvelous job with scenery, Camplay has enough humor to laugh ally correctly unruly hair, were uncanny.
pion Auditorium is simply not
at his own stupidity, silliness, or special indications of her skill.
This particular performance, adequate. Not to mention atmosEdwin McDonough's Hortensio then, was successful, thoroughly phere or accoustics, the stage is
folly, but in this performance
Kate's humor was too much the was a bit inconsistent as a char- enjoyable, and a worthy tribute to miniature, the lighting is poor,
humorless wit of excoriation that acter, but very funny. Hortensio William Shakespeare.
and the backstage area is cramphas infected contemporary dra- is rather unbalanced anyway.
Baptista Minola
Gerard Dullea ed. Certainly, with a dramatic soAnd so on down the list.
ma, rather than true humor. This
Vincentio
Garry Quigley
ciety of sufficient size, talent, and
interpretation of the character
All the plaudits must ultimate- Gremio
enthusiasm to produce two diffiStanley Bowker
means that she must change com- ly be focused, however, on the Hortensio
cult Shakesepare plays so early
Edwin McDonough
pletely at the end of the play, as director, who has to pull all these Lucentio
James Heath
in the season, something should
if there were a new person pres- elements together. Fr. Joseph Petruchio
John Teter
be done about this situation iment. This should not be the case. Larkin, who is always at his best A Pedant
Paul Lavrakas
mediately. I find it hard to beThomas Trevisani
lieve that a hundred year old
No character, no matter how dy- in comedy, demonstrated perfect Tranio
taste and a very congenial sense Biondello
Stanley Mroczkowski university in the city of Boston
he
may
namic
be, can totally of humor in shaping this play. Grumio Arch Russell
has no theater on campus and
change his character. Here Petru- Though the play is structurally Curtis
Anthony Mooney
no plans to build one except in
chio is responsible for shifting weak, Fr. Larkin kept the audi- Katherine
Janice Ryan
the remote future. Fairfield UniPatricia Sullivan
the balance of Kate's character ence's attention on the characters Bianca
versity, the youngest Jesuit uniwho
traits during the course of the ingful,were doing interesting, mean- A Widow Paula Steinberg
versity in the New England Proand always funny things A Dressmaker
Mary Spore
play. Just as the seeds of Nora's to support the
verbal wit of the Directed by Rev. Joseph M. vince, a mere 23 years old, now
revolt are always present in her play. His sense of balance in ar- Larkin, S.J.
has two.
?

?

As there are very few points on
which this performance can be
criticized adversely, it would perhaps be wise to finish that unpleasant side of the critic's task
frst. Though there was nothing
blatantly wrong with the play or
its production, there were a number of things which could have
been decidedly improved. Many
of the flaws were caused directly
by the environment in which the
play was presented. Campion
"Auditorium" is not, and never
will be, a theater; the acoustics
are poor, the stage facilities are
worse, and the seats are first
cousins to the rack. It is not untimely, therefore, to reiterate
the plea that an Arts Center be
built as soon as possible, so that
the performing arts may receive
their due attention in this community of humanism. Contingent
upon this environment was a
slightly slower pacing of the play
than would be desired; yet within that pace, the timing of the
verbal and physical humor was
superb and nothing short of professional. The play was never
dull, but the slightly slow pace
caused trouble in such places as
Petruchio's speech just prior to
meeting Kate: "Say that she rail:
why then I'll tell her plain. She
sings as sweetly as a nightingale.
where the balance of

.

~"

the sentence structure, and the
rhythm of the meter and sounds
were disrupted by the necessity
to project the meaning forcibly
to the rear of the auditorium.

?

?

?

?

?

?
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THEY LEARN AS THEY TEACH
Henry Adams, our noted 19th growth, development and psycholambassador to London, ogy of children and adolescents.
Harvard historian and social cri- This information aids the future
tic, says in his autobiography, teacher in choosing the correct
"A teacher affects eternity; he approach to the average or the
can never tell where his influ- problem child. Methodology is
taught to insure the most efficient
ence stops."
It is with his responsibility in instruction in the various discimind that the School of Educa- plines found in elementary
tion enters its twelfth year of pre- schools, and junior and senior
paring elementary and secondary high by introducing new scientific
school teachers to take their pla- systems, language laboratories
ces in classrooms around the and audio-visual aids. The philoscountry. In twelve years, the pro- ophy of education and the psycholgram has come a long way, at- ogy of learning are included in the
tempting to meet the needs of curriculum to tic in the abstract
fast growing school systems not with the concrete so theory can
only in quality but also m diver- be applied to practical situations.
sity and practical experience.
The program is such that those
In the words of the Dean, Rev. preparing to teach high school
Charles F. Donovan, S.J., "The are able to concentrate in the
School of Education is a liberal area of their specialization. The
art college with a purpose; and elementary teacher who also units purpose is the preparation of dertakes an area of specialty is
scholar teachers." A program prepared to provide a rounded edsuch as this must necessarily ucation to young minds, and the
have two distinct branches: a curriculum is arranged accordingliberal, subject matter branch, ly. There is also a special group
and a professionally oriented of courses for those who elect
branch.
special education, dealing with
Therefore, every student has his emotionally disturbed and mentalchoice of an academic area of ly retarded children.
specialization, and every student
Theory is one thing, however,
takes the usual liberal courses dn and practical experience is anEnglish, history, art, science, phi- other.
losophy, and music. This is a start
As juniors, all education stutoward the "scholar" aspect dents are given the opportunity
which can be developed by the to observe teachers in action in
student throughout his lifetime.
various public school systems.
The professional sequence con- During the second semester of
sists of the special group of cours- the junior year, applications are
es which every student takes to made to the department of stuprepare him for teaching. One of dent teaching, indicating the apthe most important of these is plicant's first three choices. He is
the course which deals with the then assigned and begins teachcentury

ing the following
The student te
into his teaching
ually. He first ot
acquainted With
thereby gains i
teaching techniqi
erating teachers(
worthwhile exper
in the classroom
ally teaches a les
teacher usually \

dividual or sma
guiding the entire
over the responsi

period

when

t

teacherand the c

feel he is ready
accepting the res

ucating boys ari

1

ptember.
guided
ier
>erience gradrveg and gets
group(s) and
gjit into the

the coopHe is given
that
ifore he actui The student
group before
He takes

gsSi

ty for a class
co-operating
ge supervisor
a capable of

[ability of ed-

As one

-

Steve Murray teaches a German clai,

Belmont High School.

class period is
success is evidd
teacher is given
another class ]
reaches gradua:
schedule which tl

lertaken and
the student
»nsibiiity for
xi until he
a teaching
guiding him

The student-tea

g experience

feel appropriate.

also provides him with a practi- teachers considering the role of
cal knowledge of the school com- the student teacher today. That
munity. He learns about the op- evening, Father John R. McCall
eration of the school building and of the Psychology Department
its various facilities. He learns spoke on "Decision-making as an
how departments are set up, and Educational Goal."
he comes to understand his duties This year our 179 student teachas a member of the staff. In ad- ers were placed in 105 schools in
dition, he experiences the cooper- 44 school systems, teaching from
ative efforts of the school admin- the elementary level through junistration, the teaching staff and ior high and high school. Ten of
the special services which are the students worked in the field
available to the pupils. It is in of the students worked in the
this way that the public school field of special education, and afsystem fulfills an important func ter graduation will be certified
tion?the professional responsibil- to teach in special classes for
ity of co-operating in the work of the retarded or in elementary
educating future teachers by pro- schools.
viding them with the studentComments from the seniors
teaching experience.
about their teaching experience
The student-teaching experience indicate that most of them will
is 11 weeks long. It usually starts miss it and are anxious to begin
in early September and lasts un- teaching on their own. They retil Thanksgiving. During this time, member the long night before
the student teacher receives help marks were due; the tests they
and constructive suggestions from had to correct when everyone
his co-operating teacher. In addi- made the same mistakes, the goldtion, college supervisors observe
fish that accidentally got stabbed
each student teacher a minimum by a pencil; the day the college
how
is
of four times to see
he
supervisor came and no one in
progressing and to help him with the class had done the reading
any problems that may arise. All
assignment for the discussion; the
student teachers return to the after-school sessions; and so many
campus twice a week to take an more things that
make each day
afternoon course and a seminar. in front of a classroom different
From the conclusion of student from every other one.
teaching until the beginning of
Student-teaching has been for
second semester, they carry an them a memorable experience,
intercession load of three courses. and certainly a worthwhile one.
At the end of the student-teaching The student
teachers have enexperience, the senior class spon- joyed being accepted
as regular
sors an invitational banquet to teachers. Because of the opporexpress their gratitude to those intunities provided during student
dividualswho were responsible for teaching and the desire for future
student-teaching
their
experience. growth, many of our
seniors will
This year's banquet was held De- affect eternity.
cember 9th with students and
?

Sea the boy road tho book.

photos and story by
TED LAWSON

Jackie McCarthy at Watertown High School.

Fr. McCall speaking at the banquet.
Therese Simone instructs a Biology class.

Patricia Campana helps teach in Bedford.
Panel Discussion.

Suggestions ?65

EDITORIAL
Human Sciences
On The Heights
When Lyndon B. Johnson delivered his State of the
Union address to Congress and the American people
last Monday, he spelled out the meaning of what he had
often referred to as the "Great Society." The Great Society, said the President, is one in which all men have
an opportunity to acquire the knowledge they need to
understand the wonders of the modern world, and in
which they have access to the resources they need to
become the masters of their environment, rather than
its slaves.

In view of the President's goals, B.C.'s announcement that it has begun an Institute of Human Sciences
could not have been better timed. The new Institute
will, in broad terms, attempt to develop an understanding of the various social problems confronting man in
modern society. It will probe the technological and scientific advancements of a new age as it endeavors to
enable man to harnass these advancements for the betterment of his life.
The Institute will coordinate the research enterprises of the psychology and sociology departments, and
utilize the facilities of the Schools of Social Work, Education, Law, Nursing, and Business. In time, it will be
housed in a new building which is planned for the B.C.
campus. It will then have its own staff and facilities,
as well as the resources of the School of Social Work,
which will be moved from downtown Boston to the
Heights as soon as the new building is finished.
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As we forge (or stagger) into
1965, it would be nice to think
that some badly needed changes
at B.C. would take place. To
those who have been fortunate
enough to take a really close look
at the university, it is generally
agreed that, with all the tremendous progress B.C. has made,
there are certain areas that have
been sorely neglected. I offer to
you a few suggestions in the hope
that a dialogue concerning these
proposals and others might be
started. When responsible spokesmen begin discussing issues,
progress, hopefully, will follow.
?Curriculum?

The basic curriculum should
be more flexible. In certain
courses a choice should be given
as to the exact field of concentration. For example, if theology
courses offered different choices
?some concentrating on the development of the Church, others
on comparative religions or seminars dealing wiht the real problems of the world we live in
the fact that a certain number
of theology courses are required
would open up new appreciation
and ideas for the student.
1)

?

By RICHARD

CURRAN

2) The emphasis in philosophy
courses should be on the student
thinking, not the professor indoctrinating. While some professors
do emphasize the student thinking, all too many do the thinking
for us.
3) More time for independent
study should be allowed. This is
a university of men and women
who hay ecome to learn, not to
be led through a conformity machine. If we finally put our guidance counselors to work in helping the student choose his courses (and giving him reed choices)
an dstarting the student on more
independent study, the student
will, eventually, become much
more self sufficient and independent.
4) There should be more emphasis on student consideration
of concepts and less on memory.
It is discouraging to consider the
number of courses one spends
in vegetating in memory lane
when they could be spent in real

not a reality, it would seem that
a system based on respect of the

students,

instead

of mistrust,

would encourage honesty.
2) Students judicial system.
This would have students face,
and thus learn to cope with situations we will have to face in a
couple of years andway. With the

introduction of an honor system
and other duties, the judicial system would have real responsibility and make a significant contribution to our university.
3) A revamped student government system. It is my opinion
that those who criticize their senators would be doing better if
they looked at the system we are
working under. More dialogue between the different senates and
with the Campus Council would
help, but, even more important,
would be student representatives
who would meet periodically
with university officials. The responsibility and opportunity this
would give to have student opinion represented would allow us in
student government to command
learning.
the respect and attention necessary if we are to make student
?For Students?
1) An honor system. The ex- government a reality. Such a sugtremes to which some professors gestion as this was rejected by
go to "detect cheating" is ridic- the administration last year after
ulous. While complete honesty is
(Continued on Page Nine

-

Watless

Elementary, MyDear

No one can reasonably question the need for such
an Institute. Unemployment, slums, school dropouts,
juvenile delinquency, and a host of other problems graBy EDWIN J. McDONOUGH
phically point out the necessity for a better understandSeldom
have
great
so
ing of modern society. The place to find this under- to produce so little. combined vided a pleasant distraction from wonder if it was not only several
"Baker what took place in front of the years ago when he won the Anstanding is the university, for it is the university which Street' boasts Mr. Alexander
Co- sets.
toinette Perry award for his porhas the human and material resources which are neces- hen ("Beyond the Fringe" and
of Basil in ''Big Fish, Littrayal
As
Sherlock
Holmes,
Frittz
sary for such an endeavor.
the recent "Hamlet") as productle Fish.
The Institute of Human Sciences is a good step in
building a Great Society. Equally as important, it is a
good step in building a Great University. Fr. Walsh is
to be commended for his vision in sensing the need for
Boston College to assume a more active role in confronting the social problems of the modern age.

Angst And
January
The Heights editors have long felt that January
is a month that should be eliminated. It is a serious
menace to the mental and physical health of all baptized Christians not to mention any unbaptized Christians that may be around.
January has such unpleasant characteristics as
classes, cold weather, term papers, and examinations,
all of which the normal Eagle could do very well without.
Classes we all know about. After fifteen days relatively free of inanities, one has difficulty resisting the
temptation to join the IRA, when faced with the alternative of attending lectures given by teachers who don't
like January either.
Cold weather, snow and ice are also unnecessary,
unless they combine to cause cancellation of classes.
Each year during this evil month, a rash of undergraduate angst virtually paralyzes the minds of hundreds of collegiate innocents, whose last real thoughts
came into being sometime during November, at quarterly time. This angst can be attributed to only one
thing: term papers.
The last topic to be explored is, of course, semester
finals. This follows logically, inasmuch as they are
usually the last thing a student knows about during
the month. They are frequently the reason for a number of students' not returning to school when February
rolls around.
There is one good effect to be seen from final exams. Beards can grow in freedom, and deans are understanding, so cheer up.

er. Directing the production is
Mr. Harold Prince who has to
his credit, among others, "Pajama Game," "West Side Story,"
and the present classic "Fiddle
on the Roof." A talented cast is
headed by Fritz Weaver, Inga
Swenson, and Martin Gabel. Despite this Broadway Who's Who,
the end result, "Baker Street," is
chaotic.
To begin with, Sherlock Holmes
was a pcor choice for a musical
ccmedy. The character is too sexless and methodical to fit into a
musical. Only once before has
such a character succeeded, and
a noble exception it was, Henry
Higgins, in "My Fair Lady." The
choreography alone could tell the

Weaver is effective but for his

singing which goes only so high
and so far. A superb actor, Mr.
Weaver does not find his work in
the musical comedy. Miss Inga
Swenson is pleasing, as she was
in last year's dull, "Hundred And
Ten In The Shade." One cannot,
however, help noticing the lengths
that the script went through to

introduce a "love interest?" in
the play. Martin Gabel, as the
oily, nefarious Prof. Mortality is
on the stage for less than a quarter of an hour. In his many leisure moments Mr. Gabel must

past

alone.)

THE HEIGHTS

story. Lee Becker Theodore, a
protege of Mr. Prince, has in-

serted several intricate numbers,
but they are contrived, out of
place, and too obviously designed
to be production numbers to liven up the show. The score is
perhaps the worst this observer
has ever heard. With the possible
exception of an over long number, "Leave It To Us, Guv," and
the pleasant, "What A Night This
Is Going To Be," the songs and
lyrics are unforgiveabie. As a
friend of Mr. Cohen (and, it
seems, for only that reason) Mr.
Richard. Burton has recorded a
song from the show, called "A
Married Man," which is characteristic of the score. It is a soppy, banal listing of mono-syllabic
rhymes. The book by Jerome
Ccopersmith is a fruitless attempt to bind together three of
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle' short
stories. What precious little structure in the plot is known only to
the mind of Holmes while all the
audience wonders. Much praise
has been offered Oliver Smith's
sixteen sets, but this praise came
from those sitting in the orchestra. Becaue the sets are so short,
frcm his lofty position in the
second balcony, this observer
cculd oversee all the stagehands
behind the sets. But who am I
to complain, for this often pro-

two years have
Boston's theatres the
worst list of musicals ever. This
year, but for the dandy Frenchy
revue, Zlzi, and the sometimes
there Bajour, has been a washout.
But, cheer up, Boston, coming to
the Shubert Theater February 16,
will be Richard Rodger's new
musical, I Picked a Daisy. Based
on Arthur Laurent's, The Time of
the Cuckoo, the show will ? star
Sergio Franchi (and that volcano
is worth the price of admission
These
brought
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LETTERS
To the Editor:
I was most interested in the
article, "Ed Advances," by Richard Curran (which appeared in
the December 11 issue of The
Heights) as well as in his spirited
participation in the two Campus
Congresses held this year. I am
convinced that he is a student
leader sincerely committed to a
truly representative form of Student Government at Boston

forts to provide a common ground
on which students and government in those schools may discuss issues which, ultimately, affect the students themselves.
These meetings constitute a significant step on the Boston College
campus toward the realization of
a Student Government which is
involved in a personal relationship
with the individual student
an
encounter which cannot help but
be profitable to both groups.
Eileen M. Callahan
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Sunday Sermons
BOBPENELLA
By
There has been much said recently about the quality, signifi-

points about each of the Sacra- testant churches minister to a
ments, apparently taken from the small congregation of Boston in-

Baltimore Catechism.

tellectual aristocrats. But I still

cance, and value of the Catholic
Things are different in many feel justified in saying that the
Sunday sermon. Edward Shee- Protestant churches. Taking up average priest does not put as
han's article on American Catho- last Friday's Globe, I find that much preparation into the sermon
licism in a recent edition of the many sermons are aimed at a as the Protestant minister.
Saturday Evening Post mentioned level which is more stimulating,
What I suggest is that the laythe inadequacies in many Sunday more pertinent to the modern man has a perfect right to ask of
sermons. Monsignor Casey in last world and the problems of mod- his priest a sermon which, as
College.
week's Pilot spoke of the typical ern Christiandom. I find for ex- brief as it may be, will attempt
I was not surprised, therefore,
Chairman
sermon as "not calculated to ample, "The Christian War on to handle real problems of the
at his obvious enthusiasm conRegistered Nurse Student stimulate the mind or challenge Poverty," "The Liberal's View of
real social, religious, and political
cerning the announced student
Senate
opinion." And the Vatican Coun- the Bible," "Vatican Council n world of the twentieth century.
body meetings to be conducted by
cil itself has stressed the need for ?Struggle for Renewal."
Laymen especially those whose
the respective Senates of the To the Editor:
Schools of Education and Arts Recently the Boston College priests well-trained in the homily. About a month ago I noticed contact with religion consists only
and Sciences. An innovation of Soccer Club came to Holy Cross Take my parish, for example, that one minister was giving a in the Sunday Mass
cannot be
this sort provides a tremendous and beat us pretty convincingly. which I will leave anonymous talk on Teilhard dc Chardin. I can expected to realize their religion
opportunity for a personalized en- They were a well organized team
here. Every year for the past honestly say that I have not heard through the "inspiration" of a recounter between the individual and showed spirit, skill and costudent and his chosen represen- hesion. What surprised me was three years our pastor at the nine one comprehensive and thorough hashed Catechism or of a tautotatives, thereby effecting a natu- to hear that they have no school o'clock Mass has preached on the sermon in my church on the Vat- logical scriptural commentary.
One suggested solution might
ral setting for the exposition of support in the way of Athletic same two topics?the Sacraments ican Council since it began.
and the Commandments.
original ideas and the type of Association backing.
Now, I am not implying that be to set aside priests with oracriticism which nurtures the
From September to January it's Catholic sermons are bad and torical skills to regularly visit
This is a team capable of beatgrowth of any Student Governthe Commandments. Taking one Protestant sermons are good; I parishes on certain Sundays and
some
ing
of
the
well-established
ment organization.
soccer schools in the New Eng- at a time, he will enumerate what realize that there are many fac- preach all the sermons for that
Seen in this light, Mr. Curran's
land Area! The psychological and is forbidden and what is demand- tors in the problem. I realize, fort day. At the same time the curbe
meetings
suggestion that such
financial uplift that can be pro- ed by it, adding occasionally a tir- example, that the fundamental ates who are incapable in oratory
continued by student demand is vided by Athletic Association supa sound one. His second recom- port is tremendously meaningful ade against juvenile delinquency purpose for the Catholic's attend- (multi sunt!) might keep their re*
or evil movies, or frequently, ance at church is to offer the marks down to a minimum. A
mendation, that "the Senates of and
important to a new team and cheap parishioners.
CBA and Nursing follow the lead relatively
Then from Mass, and not to hear a lecture. bad sermon does more harm than
in the case
of the Education and A & S Sen- of soccer. inexpensive
I humbly submit that January to March come various I further realize that some Pro- no sermon at all.
ates," deserves some clarifica- "The Heights" and the B. C. stution.
dent
place their oral and
Student Government leaders of moralbody
support behind this club in
both undergraduate organizations its
search for recognition and
within the School of Nursing have support.
long realized the importance of
A good team such as this dean intimate rapport between the serves it.
individual student and his elected
By MIKE ARNOLD
David J. Hinchen
officers. As a result, open student
Co Captain
films
Excepting
unequaled
tacle,
two
which rank
as drama and by Vittorio dc Sica. YTT is best
body meetings have been conHoly Cross Soccer Team among the best in memory, 1964 unmatched in pungent dialogue.
viewed with an extra quart of
ducted in the School of Nursing
was the poorest showing since
Topkapi: escapism of a differ- champagne in one's blood, all the
for a number of years. The neces- To the Editor:
Elizabeth Taylor sailed down the ent sort. This Jules Dassein com- more to appreciate Marcello Maisity for this type of student diaWith regard to the editorial in Nile in her royal barge
and edy, strutty, stringent and sexy, stroiani, all the better to apprelogue has been incorporated into
the December 4th issue of the
the bylaws of the Basic and Reg- Heights, it must be said, in the sank. It was a varied year, al- gave us a point by point lesson ciate the wonder of Western Womistered Nurse Constitutions; with first place, that you did not cite right?replete with sex (LUlith), on how to heist a million dollars an, Sopia Loren, Italy's best exthe result that meetings facilitat- your source in the Summa Theo- Sadism (Behold- a Pale Horse), worth of Emeralds. Peter Us- port since pizza.
grand larceny (Topkapi), grand
ing such dialogue are held at
and that is a guignol (Night of the Iguana), tinov is equal to his weight in The Girl with the Green Eyes:
least twice during the academic logicaofcorrectly
scholarly
precision.
lack
In music (My Fair Lady), mother talent and Melina Mercouri is aroused little interest among filmyear.
the second place, you lifted a love (The Pumpkin Eater?open- equal to anything?animal, vege- goers?and this is some sort of
table or mineral.
The School of Nursing is fortu- few sentences out of the context
crime. This intelligently executed
nate, perhaps, that the relatively and in scholarly circles that ing Christmas Day at the Astor)
Night of the Iguana: Anyone story of a love affair was well
small size of its student body, as mlight be called an abuse of a and illicit love (Girl with the who attended this film expecting written, well directed and brilcompared with those of the other text. In the third place, you say Green Eyes).
respective dollops of degeneracy liantly essayed by Peter Finch and
three undergraduate schools with- nothing of the historical context byMost of the films here created and dementia?per usual Tennes- Rita Tushingham, who can tell
all-round top talent, succeed- see Williams?was in for a mild paragraphs with a blink of the
in the University, has contributed in which the article was written,
to the feasibility of these meet- thus prejudicing a proper under- ing in various degrees of excel- shock. Night turned out to be an eye.
to wit:
ings. In view of this factor, the standing of it. Or has St. Thomas lence,
unexpectedly humorous, uncomMary Poppins: was, let's face
Fair
My
Lady: the best of the monly poignant movie. Deborah
Senates of the Schools of Educa- Aquinas become the campus tar- year.
everybody's darling, this year.
it,
Here is the sort of film one Kerr was good as always, Richtion and Arts and Sciences are get for modem "sick" humor?
Walt Disney, who can be egregmight
expect of Tiffany's if Tifto be congratulated in their efEdward L. Murphy, S.J. fany's took to making movies. ard Burton very good indeed and iously underestimated (no snide
Ava Gardner little short of great remarks please?or are you worth
Fair Lady is that rara avis, en- in the
$32,000,000?) snatched an "obscurbest role of her career.
tertainment unadulterated by mesLUlith: One of the most thor- ity" called Julie Andrews from
sage, moral or muscle. Just acBroadway and gave her to the
res and acres of whipped sugar, oughly sensual films of recent past
memory,
which
world
in a tasteful?albeit mindjust
being
missed
Shavian wit, stunning sets and?
a classic statement for a lack of less?on the whole quite enjoyable
to put it mildly?music.
By WENDELL BOWERMAN Campu Council. Whatever decisfantasy about a flying
Becket: whose top position was dileantion in its characters. Jean musical
governess. If there were more
ions the Congress makes, by a usurpted the moment
Seaburg
in
the
title
role
had
to
Fair Lady
The basic question which this two-thrids affirmative of a rollbe seen to be believed?glittering, nannies the likes of Andrews,
article is concerned with is, call vote, are subject to final ac- made her debut. Becket mostly dark and scintillating like in a there wouldn't be such a rush to
that
O'Toole
is
one
proved
Peter
"What is the Student Congress?" tion by a two-thirds affirmative
lizard in the moonlight. Robert
It was established by the Campus vote by the Campus Council. of the most staggeringly gifted Rossen's direction was, oh the grow up. Or maybe there would
actors
partner,
in
existence.
His
but that's not for Walt DisCouncil with the cooperation of Since the Congress is an experiwhole, excellent despite some artthe Undergraduate Senates at the mental and extra-constitutional Richard Burton, with his position sy-craftsy camera angles and his ney to tell us about.
beginning of this term "to stim- body, its decisions do not have assured as heir to Olivier, dared script was, if not profound, stylThe Pumpkin Eater: is distingulate an active interest in Student binding legal force, but must be what no other actor would even ish, which you say about too uished for one thing and one only
consider:
he
conducted
himself
Government, to increase the effi- approved and enacted by the with
enormous restraint?in a role many things in this day and age. and that is Anne Bancroft: one
ciency of the Student Government, Campus Council.
which demanded restraint?rather The limpidly beautiful black and of the half dozen great actresses
and to provide a forum for disThere are strict rules of proced- than act the circles he's capable white photography very nearly in the English speaking world.
clussion df the social, academic, ure of debate, especially in the
of, around the role and O'Toole. stole the show.
Taking a perfectly unremarkable
and religious problems facing the preliminary debate.
Becket
was insignificant as spec- Behold a Pale Horse: like LU- script, Miss Bancroft rouses the
students of Boston College." The issues which have already
lith falls short of the mark, per(From the by-laws.) Its powers
come
Congress were
haps because it conscientiously spectator to the edge of his seat?
before
the
are, therefore, as consultant for
in a previous article
discussed
aimed too high. If more films and very nearly out of it? very
the Campus Council; i.e., its (Dec. 4) and the results of the
failed for this reason, Hollywood nearly incinerating the screen
(Continued
from
Page
Eight)
refunction is to deliberate and
might conceivably come up off with her talent. Mrs. Fiske would
last meeting of the Congress are
commend. The Agenda Committee considered in a separate article; it had been formally presented
its knees and smile (however approve?probably be livid with
composed of the eight members of although Mr. Howe McCarthy
is to them. This lack of cooperation thinly)
Fred Zinneman's
the Campus Council and the five mistaken as to the nature of the and respect for student govern- directionagain. just
was
fine and Greg- jealously too. (Oh, you know,
the
chairmen of
various under- Congress and its "parent," the ment certainly doesn't help us.
.)
ory Peck surprisingly good in a Mrs. Fiske.
graduate college Student Govern- Campus
4) Less apathy among students. unique bit of off-beat casting.
Council, his article,
So there you have them. Eight
ment organizations, decides by "Commoners," at least does point Anyone who says that the greet
two - thirds affirmation which out the importance of information majority of B.C. students are Maurice (Lawrence of Arabia) good though not great, two great,
disappointingly
Jarre's score was
matters shall come before the
student body con- apathetic is unrealistic. Anyone unequal to his last performance. though not unparalleled films. If
Congress for consideration, de- reaching the organiaztion
so that who refuses to admit that student
cerning this
cides on technicalities of proced- it can "participate intelligently" apathy is hindering student com- And then there was Anthony you stop to consider that only
Quinn, who, as usual portrayed two are bona-fide made-in-Hollyure, and calls all meetings.
in Student Government; such is- mitments at B.C. is equally una character vaguely resembling wood productions and that HollyThe chairman and vice - chair- sues as those discussed at the realistic.
man hold respectively the same recent meeting ought to demonIt is my sincere hope that other Anthony Quinn.
wood was responsible for 88 other
positions on the Campus Council, strate what this organ of govern- ideas will be forthcoming from
Yesterday, Today and Tomor- made-in -the-shade -of-the-palms
and all five Student Government ment can do if the students are the student body this year and
officers of each undergraduate interested enough to recommend that, eventually, constructive ac- row: A three- layer magnum op- accidents, you begin to think there
college have hte right to vote issues and insist on representa- tion will add to the progress B.C. us comedy from Italy, directed is some justice in the world after
along with the members of the tion.
I has been making in recent years. in varying stages of eroticism, all.
?

?

?
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HOCKEY TEAM 6-1 FOR HOLIDAYS

Eastern and Canadian Rivals Defeats McGill, Larries;
Fail to Blemish Kelly's Record Bows to Colorado Tigers
STEADMAN
By HANK

An injury riddled Boston College hockey team
skated to an unblemished 4-0 record in the games seen
by this observer over the Christmas break. Against
Colby the Eagles held on for a 6-5 win. On the Boston
Garden ice the B.C. squad swept two games, R.P.I. 5-1
and Royal Military College, 4-2. A Loyola victory, 8-3,
capped the Eagles' vacation campaign.
The Kelly pucksters jumped off
to a 6-3 third period lead led by
the "hat trick" of Sophomore
winger, Dick Fuller. In the face
of superb goal tending by the
"White Mules" goalie, Larry Sawler, the entire B.C. team slowed
down and just lasted for the 6-5
win. In this game the Eagles'
star playmaker, Pete Flaherty,
suffered a costly "Charlie horse."
The Garden rink was most favorable to the B.C. Icemen. On Saturday night the Eagles were "firing from the hip" as they poured
in fifty shots on the R.P.I. AllTourney backstop, Bill Sack. Five
of these blasts got by the stellar
netminder. This coupled with the
outstanding goal tending of the
newly installed B.C. goalie, Pat
Murphy, was good for a 5-1 Eagle
win. An interesting sidelight to
this encounter was Sophomore
Fred Kinsman's score at 19:21 of
the third period after Fred had
been on the ice for five seconds
in this his first varsity contest.
The Eagles repealled their winning ways again Monday night at
the North Station rink with a costly 4-2 victory over R.M.C. First
line wing E. J. Breen crashed
into the boards early in the first
period separating his right shoulder. At the Iten minute mark of
the final session Bob Cornish received a bruised knee stopping a
R.M.C. shot. Sophomore flash
Fred Kinsman led the Eagle scorers with a goal and an assist.
The Kelly icemen finished off their
tourney achievements by placing
high scoring winger John Cunniff and hard-nosed defenseman
Ralph Toran on the All-Tournament squad.
Back on home ice for their final
vacation encounter the Eagle skaters displayed their explosiveness

By

BOB LYONS

On Monday, Dec. 14, the B.C. hockey team defeated St. Lawrence U., a ma-

jor opponent from upstate New York, by a score of 5-3. In the first game, the score

was tied 1-1 on E.J. Breen's breakaway goal. The Eagles scored twice more on
goals by sophomore Bob Kupka and junior Phil Dyer.
Starting in his first varsity game was junior goalie Pat Murphy from Wellesley, Mass. Murphy did a fine job in the nets for the team, making a total of 32 saves
against St. Lawrence.
against Loyola College of MonA second period goal by Jim Mullen and a third period tally by Bob Cortreal when they blasted three talnish, unassisted, provided the margin of victory for the Eagles. B.C. shooters
lies in a minute and a half span
forced goalie Bob Perani to make a total of 43 saves for the night.
of
third

period to ice an 8-3
the
win. The B.C. scorers were headed by flashy forward John Cunniff who accounted for a pair of
goals and an assist. In this game
the Eagles' depth charts were
further weakened by the loss of
starting wave wing Phil Dyer with

a shoulder bruise obtained when

he set up Cunniff's second goal
at 18:35 of the second stanza.
In such blazing fashion the Eagle's completed their "vacation"
slate with an overall eight and two
slate, with a five and one E.C.A.C.
record.
The most pleasant aspect of the
B.C. hockey picture over the
Christmas break was the play of
the Sophomores, Bob Kupka, Jerry York, Dick Fuller and Fred
Kinsman. With these five underclassmen skating on the first
three lines the pucksters from the
Heights continued to demonstrate
the poise and fighting style that
has always characterized the B.C.
sport teams.
The Eagles probably fired at 'some of the best netminders in the East in their past
few contests in Bill Sack of R.P.1.,
Larry Sawler of Colby, and Bob
Perani of St. Lawrence.
Sack
stopped 88 shots in the Garden
Tourney to earn his berth on the
All-Team.
Woody Johnson's

..
..
20%
.. . . .
.

fierce bull-like rushes accounted
for two goals and much excitement over the Xmas break.
John Cunniff's spectacular speed
and quick wrist shot was as much
a surprise to the opposition's fans
as to their players.
The Eagle
followers have been most pleased
with the improved netminding
since the imposition of Pat Murphy into the Eagle goal.

.

A GIFT FOR
THE PERSON WHO HAS
EVERYTHING!

SPRING VACATION
IN BERMUDA

.

8 Days and 7 Nights, April 17-April 24
For Information:
CHARLIE PALMER or KEVIN CARMODY

969-5420

Coming 500n

The old injury bug hit the team members to fatten up their goal
in the third period of the game averages. In the first period the
against the Larries. Capt. Eddie Eagles lit the lamp seven times
against the McGill Redmen. SenDownes crashed into the boards, ior Pete Flaherty and sophomore
shoulder first, after a hard check. Jerry York both tallied twice in
He suffered a shoulder separa- the
first period. This was the first
tion and was lost for the season. game back for Flaherty after sufAllan Kierstead was also injured
fering a severe Charlie horse.
in the third period and was lost In the second period Flaherty
perto the team for an indefinite
scored his third goal to get the
iod.
"hat trick" for the night. Also
On Saturday, Dec. 26, the B.C. getting the "hat trick" was junior
sextet continued on its winning John Cunniff, who scored once in
ways with an impressive 13-6 vic- the first period and twice in the
tory over McGill Y. With injuries second.
At the end of the game the Mchitting E.J. Breen and Bob Cornish, the sophomores were given Gill goalie had been forced to
make 33 saves, for a total of 46
their chance to help the team.
shots on the net for the night by
The squad from McGill could B.C. Whereas the two goalies for
not keep pace wfth the skaters B.C. only had to make a total of
from Boston. The local players 22 saves.
locked stronger and quicker than On Tuesday, Dec. 29, the Eagles
their Canadian opposition.
suffered their only defeat during
This was a night for the team the Christmas Holidays at the

>»

Overcoats
Topcoats
Suburban CoatS

hands of Colorado College, 9-7.
The teams faced-off against each
other with quite different records.
Colorado started its Eastern swing
with an unimpressive 0-5 record.
The Colorado Tigers were a
fast-skating, hard-hitting team.
But the Eagles slowed down the
Tigers by their out-hustling and
out-checking Colorado College.
The Eagles went into the final
period with a 4-3 lead. The go
ahead goal was by Jerry York in

the second period. In the third
period B.C. built up a 7-3 lead
with about 8 minutes left to play.
However, Colorado had an outburst of scoring from two players.
Six goals were scored within the
last 8 minutes?five between two
players. The outburst stunned the
players and fans in Mcllugh Forum. B.C. worked for and deserved
the victory against Colorado, but
sometimes the final score doesn't
tell the whole truth.
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WINTER HOLIDAY
Brace yourself for a "Swingin' Storm"
It's happening right here on Feb. 5-6-7
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Basketball Team 4-3
On Long Western Trip
MOKE PADOS
The B.C. cagers visited cold but friendly Wisconsin, sunny California, and
exotic Hawaii over the holidays as they participated in traditional Christmas tournaments. They won four of their seven yuletime contests despite some injuries to
key players and upped their seasonal mark to 8-4.
The Milwaukee Classic in dairyland, U.S.A. (beerland, too) was the Eagles
first stop. The Badgers of Wisconsin, defending champs in the Classic, provided
the initial opposition. B.C. managed to squeeze out an 86-85 win on an unbelievable last second shot by unbelievable and fabulous John Austin who also broke the
tournament record with his 36 points.
The Badgers, led By Ken Gustafson (63") and Mark Zubor
(66"), completely dominated the
boards (66 rebounds to B.C.'s 40)
as they grabbed an early lead.
They continued to hold this lead?
at times a 14-point gap in the
second half. The Eagles pressed
with some success, but were experiencing foul problems. Wisconsin, however, failed to capitalize
on the free line as they blew four
1 and 1 situations in the last few
minutes. Four big Eagle rebounds
here resulted in 8 points. Yet Wisconsin had the ball, had a one
point edge, and had 15 seconds to
kill. A charging violation gave
B.C. the ball with about 8 seconds
to go. Austin took the inbounds
pass, dribbled down the right side,
stopped and fired a 25-foot winning
missile.
In the finals of the four team
tournament the Eagles faced the
defending national champion U.C.-

and another Classic record. Ted prised by an undefeated and
Carter, rapidly improving on the much-improved Los Angeles St.
road trip, added 10 while snaring team by a score of 104-88. Austin
10 rebounds.
tried to play but returned to the
Goodrich was high man for the bench quickly after netting 2
game with 35. Keith Erickson points.
(65") had 15, Ken Washington
In Hawaii the Eagles met Wis(63") had 16, and soph sensation consin again. In what amounted
Ed Lacey (66") had 10 points and to an almost exact replay of the
20 rebounds while sitting out most first encounter the Badgers this
of the first half.
time retained their slim margin
Goodrich edged out Austin 8-7 for victory 70-69. Austin, playing
on the MVP voting. Wisconsin's in spots, netted 21 points but
Gustafson, U.C.L.A.'s Fred Goss, couldn't dribble or pass effectiveand Marquette's Tom Flynn joined ly. He again had the last shot but
Austin and Goodrich on the all- this time he missed. Wolters (17
tournament team.
points) and Hockenbury (13
In California the Eagles got a points) also shared in the scoring.
taste of West Coast officiating
Against the University of Hawaii
which allows quite a bit of free- the Eagles ran, wild as they
dom under the boards. In a rough romped to a 120-74 win. Austin
and at times sloppy contest B.C. was back (32 points), Hice rehandled a weak St. Mary's team turned (12 points), the fast break
with ease 78-62 while Austin sat was going unbelievably, and
on the sidelines. Willie Wolters everyone played well?Furbush

with 17 points and 16 rebounds
and Capt. George Humann (18
points) led the attack. Soph Doug
Hice became the second Eagle
casualty when he sprained his
ankle. He was hobbled for just
about the remainder of the trip.
Two nights later B.C. was sur-

had 11; Carter 18; Nelson 17; and
John Ezell had 11 along with 15
rebounds.
In their final contest B.C. won
another heart-stopper. This time
John Austin, eighth in the nation a year ago in scoring, leads
against Utah St.and their allAmerica forward Wayne Estes the team this season with a 28.6 points per game average. John
(66") in overtime 120-118.
is the highest scorer in Boston College basketball history.

LAY APOSTOLATE PROGRAMS
ORIENTATION LECTURES
Ed Hockenbury

1965

Orientation
Feb. 3
Qualities Motivation. Mr. Joseph Maguire
Feb. 10
Divine Design for Reuniting Mankind (The Church.) Fr. P. Curtin, SJ.
Solidarities natural and supernatural.
Personal Responsibilities for Witness and Service.
Catholicity of Church
Feb. 17
The Sense of Mission. Fr. E. Murphy, SJ.
Extent and Depth
Direct and Indirect Apostolates.
Theology and Adaptation.
Feb. 24
The Church and Cultures. Fr. E. Murphy, S.J.
Understanding a Culture Respect.
Influencing a Culture
Enrichment, Dialogue.
Mar. 3
Present Areas of Work
Ist Part for Men
Iraq Jesuits from Iraq
Ist Part for Women
Jamaica and Alaska
2nd Part for All Jamaica.
Mar. 10
Attitudes Virtues and Defects Former Lay Apostolates.
Personal
Social
Objectives of the Lay Apostolate. Fr. D. Cummiskey, SJ.
Mar. 17
Personal Enrichment
Strengthening the Church
Example of Dedicated Christian Life
Influencing Others to Apostolate
24
Living
Mar.
the Liturgy. Fr. F. X. Shea, SJ.
Motivation And Perfection of One's Own Life.
Education to Full Christian Living for Others. McElroy 114.
Mar. 31
Present Works.
Nursing
Jamaica and Alaska. Former Lay Apostles.
Teaching
Elementary Secondary College and Rural.
Apr. 7
Social Responsibilities of the Church. Sr. Augusta. McElroy 114.
Apr. 22
Seminars on Areas with Jesuits and Former Lay Apostles.
Those going to Iraq.
Those going to Jamaica.
Apr. 28
Recapitulation
Coffee.
Discussion
Nurses Lounge
All meetings in Bret Conference Room at 7:30 p.m. unlesss otherwise indicated.
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Willie Wolters
L.A. Bruins. Coach John Wooden's
charges had beaten Marquette 62-51 the night before to earn their
final berth.
The experienced national
champs with their all-America
guard Gail Goodrich battled the
young and spirited Eagles with
their all-America guard Austin on
even terms throughout the first
half. With a little over three minutes remaining in the half the
famed U.C.L.A. zone-press took its
effect?lB straight points for the
Bruins. It was here also that
Austin injured his wrist. At halftime the Eagles trailed 59-44.
Austin sat out the first ten minutes of the second half while his
team-mates tried unsuccessfully
to cut the lead. He returned to
score 15 points but the Bruins
were too good, they wouldn't be
caught. The final was 115-93.
Austin's 34-point production
gave him a two-game total of 70
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TRIPS BC
PROVIDENCE
Hoopsters
lead. The Eagles closed the gap
in the next five minutes to 35-28
with Austin doing most of the
scoring, but Walker helped Providence pull away to a 51 to 32 lead
at the half.
Boston College switched from a
zone to a man-to-man defense in
the second half, and seemed to
Jim Walker and Bill Blair, a pair of snapshooting jumping jacks, led the generate some momentum. The
Providence Friars to an 89-79 win over Boston College at Roberts Center Wednes- Maroon and Gold cut six points
day evening. Blair, a 6.3 junior from nearby Jamaica Plain, hit 10 for 15 from from the Providence lead, 54-41,

To Face

St. Joe?s Tomorrow
By RICH

KOSIOREK

the floor, converted 8 of 9 free throws, and pulled in 7 rebounds to share Providence scoring honors with Walker. Walker scored on nine field goals, mostly from
the key, and 10 of 11 free throws.

Blair started the scoring with 54
seconds gone in the first half. A
jumper by John Austin and a free
throw by Ed Hockenbury put B.C.
ahead, 3-2, with 18:17 showing on
the clock. It was the Eagles' only
lead during the game. Blair converted a free throw and Walker
threw in a jump shot to put the
Black Friars ahead.
Blair's scoring 18 points with
less than 10 minutes gone in the
first half, coupled with some
sloppy B.C. shooting from the foul
line and under the boards enabled the Friars to grab a 26-8

in the first five minutes of the
second half. Doug Hice led this
resurgence with 7 points on a
drive, two jump shots, and a free
throw.
Dexter Westbrook, the 6.7
sophomore center for the Friars,
connected on the next three Providence field goals to stop the
Boston momentum and give P.C.
a 19 point lead again.
The Eagles again closed the
Providence margin to 13 with 4:47
remaining, but it was too late to
overtake the Friars. Only when
Providence coach Joe Mullaney
substituted freely with less than
three minutes remaining could
the Eagles cut into that 13 point
margin.

John Austin led the Eagles with
29 points. Doug Hice scored 15,
all of them in the second half.
The undefeated Friars, who are
ranked ninth nationally, gained
their tenth consecutive win. Included in their win streak are victories over Creighton, lowa, and
St. Joseph's of Philadelphia, B.
C.'s next opponent.
St. Joe's, undefeated until they
met Providence, is currently
ranked fourth in the nation.
Sporting a 10-1 record, they have
won the Quaker City Tournament
with wins over Holy Cross, Illinois, and second-ranked Wichita.
The Hawks' other big wins included victories against previously top-ranked Davidson and St.
John's.
Hawk coach, Jack Ramsey,

plans to start 5.11 Billy Oakes and
6.5 Matt Guokas, averaging 17.7
and 12.2, respectively, in the
backcourt. Sophomore sensation,
6.4 Cliff Anderson (17.7 p.p.g.),
and 6.5 Tom Duff will start up
front. Marty Ford, a 6.6 junior
with a 13.1 average, will start at
pivot.

EAGLES FACE TOP
RANKED TERRIERS
By

Photo: Tad Lawton

John Austin goes up for another 2 points while Providence's
Jim Ahem (33) and B.C.'s Doug Hice (20) look on.

Record Shows Quintet Has
Potential For Stretch Run
It's Tuesday night and tomorrow B.C. will upset the Friars
from Providence and Basketball
will officially have arrived at the
Heights.
Maybe I'm dreaming, but if
there is a Santa Claus the Headline at the top of this page will
say something to the effect that
the Friars were tonsured by the
Eagles. Of course, there is the
question of condition of John Austin's hand, but that is the only
question, because there can be
no doubt that Bob Cousy has got
himself a team. They're 8-4 now,
but with a healthy Austin it would
have been 10-2. If the odd makers
are right they will be only 8-6
at the end of this week. But an
8-4 record with 9 road games and
a sub-par Austin for two is music
to the ears of those of us who
dream of a couple of March weekends in New York. When you consider that the team is young and
still improving there is every reason to hope that they might make
a little noise before this season

before he was injured on the road
trip. Ed Hockenbury is playing
like the ballplayer we saw romp
around as a freshman two years
ago. Ted Carter and Willie Wol-

REID OSLIN

Revenge will be in the air tonight at 8 in McHugh Forum as the Boston
College hockey team, rebounding from a 5-4 overtime defeat at the hands of
Northeastern, takes on cross-town rival Boston University.
Three games were played between BC and BU last season, and the Terriers
copped two victories.
BU took the first tilt with a 6-5 overtime win, but bowed to the Eagles
by a similar score a few weeks later. The rubber game of the series found BU
winning a squeaker, 1-0.
It will also be a battle between the two top scorers of both schools?John
Cuniff of BC and BU's Bob Mantell.
Cuniff has bagged 10 goals and 11 assists in 11 games while Mantell has
11 goals and nine assists in the Terriers 14 contests.
BC, whose overall record is
8-3, has faced many of the same
opponents at BU, who stands at
11-3.
Both squads hold victories
over St. Lawrence and Royal
Military Institute, and both

have bowed to Northeastern and
Colorado.
Standing out on the Terrier
record is the fact that they have

shutout Harvard twice this season, beating them once in overtime, 1-0 and again 8-0. These
mark the only times the Crimson
have been blanked in the last
five season.

Last Tuesday night the Eagles
lost
a heartbreaker, 5-4, in overshown
steady
improveters have
time to Northeastern.
ment, and the seniors on the
BC jumped off to a quick lead
team are playing like they want in the first period as Dick Fultc forget their first two years with ler, Jerry York and John Moylan tallied, but the Huskies came
a losing club.

back in the second period with
DOODLIN'
two goals.
"There is no better offensive Cuniff popped in another goal
guard in the country."?Paul Zim- to make it 4-2, but Northeastern
merman of the N.Y. World-Tele- scored again to stay within reach
as the second canto ended.
gram.
With 9:43 left in the final pe"He's a K.C. Jones with Sam's
shots." Lou Rossini, NYU coach. riod, Larry Bone tied up the
That's what they're saying about game on a perfect shot past
John Austin, and about all that BC goalie Pat Murphy.
can be added is that anyone who A sudden-death overtime period
doesn't come down to Roberts to was started, and Don Turcotte of
see for himself must have been Northeastern stole the puck and
raced down the ice on a clean
born with skates on.
What they're saying about breakaway, but was tripped by an
'Snooks' Kelley is what they've over-anxious Eagle defenseman
been saying for more than 20 and awarded a penalty shot.
Turcotte put the puck in the
years
"he's a genius." Once
again he's got his team near the left hand corner of the net from
six feet out and it was all over
top in the East, despite numerous injuries. A trip to Providence for BC.
is over.
It was the first timethe Huskies
Doug Hice has as much poten- for the NCAA Championships isn't
tial as any sophomore in the coun- inconceivable
but with Kelley's have beaten Boston College in
hockey since 1960.
try, and seemed to be on his way teams it never ss.
?

?
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Superb driver Doug Hice (20) evades Mike Riordan and Dcx
Westbrook's (51) outstretched arms for a basket.

